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Abstract: With the increasing growth of different types of data, search engines have become an
essential tool on the Internet. Every day, billions of queries are run through few search engines
with several privacy violations and monopoly problems. The blockchain, as a trending technology
applied in various fields, including banking, IoT, education, etc., can be a beneficial alternative.
Blockchain-based search engines, unlike monopolistic ones, do not have centralized controls. With a
blockchain-based search system, no company can lay claims to user’s data or access search his-
tory and other related information. All these data will be encrypted and stored on a blockchain.
Valuing users’ searches and paying them in return is another advantage of a blockchain-based search
engine. Additionally, in smart environments, as a trending research field, blockchain-based search
engines can provide context-aware and privacy-preserved search results. According to our research,
few efforts have been made to develop blockchain use, which include studies generally in the early
stages and few white papers. To the best of our knowledge, no research article has been published
in this regard thus far. In this paper, a survey on blockchain-based search engines is provided.
Additionally, we state that the blockchain is an essential paradigm for the search ecosystem by
describing the advantages.

Keywords: search engine; monopoly; decentralization; blockchain; security; privacy

1. Introduction

Every day, billions of queries are run through search systems that a few companies
own. These companies now control almost all of the search market. Additionally, these few
companies monopolize the information served up on the web, which means they control
any discourse. Additionally, these companies gather user information during searches
to improve their systems. They do not pay users and do not care for privacy concerns.
Conventional search engines have several problems such as privacy violation, monopoly, a
limited selection of search space, and limited object indexing.

The mentioned issues have led to alternatives such as peer-to-peer search engines.
These search systems are developed on a peer-to-peer network that is distributed and,
in this regard, have the infrastructure to provide privacy-preserving search engines.
However, since peer-to-peer applications do not have the required mechanism to sup-
port all dimensions of privacy, they cannot solve privacy issues. Blockchain technology
is another beneficial alternative that can provide a novel solution to handle privacy and
monopoly issues by using cryptography and consensus mechanisms. Cryptography by
encrypting users’ data and creating a private key provides a privacy preserved solution to
protect users’ data. Additionally, the consensus mechanisms that use a distributed voting
approach avoid monopoly. These mechanisms protect data from change by few nodes.

Blockchain-based search engines, unlike conventional, do not have centralized con-
trols. Instead, they are distributed across multiple networks. With a blockchain-based
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search system, no company can lay claims to users’ data or access search history and
other related information. All these data will be encrypted and stored on a blockchain.
Therefore, instead of a monopolist company controlling data, they will be in total control of
their owners. Blockchain-based search engines can further provide users with a private key
to protect their data. Valuing users’ searches and paying them in return for use is another
advantage of a blockchain-based search system.

Today, the blockchain has grown to be a trending technology, finding applications in
various fields, including banking [1], IoT [2], healthcare [3], media [4], education [5], etc.
On the other hand, blockchain technology improves several aspects in various applications
such as file sharing [6], video streaming [7], cloud [8], fog and edge computing [9], smart
grid [10], message passing [11], and database [12]. Therefore, considering the potential of
the blockchain, using it in developing search systems will result in a new generation of
search engines with new capabilities which solve the problems of the conventional ones.

Conventional search engines and their monopolized market, user’s concerns, and the
popularity of blockchain to solve problems indicate the need to establish a blockchain-
based search system. The monopolized market includes ranking and advertising, and
the users’ concerns, include privacy and security. In this regard, few efforts have been
made to provide blockchain-based search engines, which are Nebulas [13], Bit Clave [14],
Presearch [15], and DeSearch [16]. These systems are generally in early stages, and their
structures have been reported only as a few white papers.

In this paper, first, the blockchain applications are reviewed to show the popularity of
this technology and its potential to provide new solutions. Then, a survey on blockchain
applications in developing search systems is provided. Describing the advantages of the
blockchain-based search system, we elucidate that blockchain technology is an essential
paradigm for search ecosystems. To the best of our knowledge, no research article has been
published in this regard thus far.

To show the motivations, the innovations of this research are expressed. The main
contributions of this paper include the following:

� The search engine paradigms are described, and the problems of centralized as a
dominated paradigm are provided;

� It provides a review of blockchain applications to show the popularity of this technol-
ogy;

� A survey on blockchain-based search engines is provided to show the validity of
blockchain-based generation;

� The blockchain characteristics are described and the way that it can address the
problems of centralized search engines.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the wide range of
blockchain applications. Section 3 describes search engines and their approaches. Section 4
focuses on efforts made to propose blockchain-based search systems.
Section 5 describes the role of blockchain-based search engines in smart environments.
Section 6 discusses integration using the blockchain to improve the search ecosystem.
Section 7 concludes the paper and offers future research directions.

2. Blockchain and Its Applications

In this section, first, the architecture of the blockchain is described. Subsequently, an
overview of the wide range of using blockchain as infrastructure, including file sharing,
video streaming, cloud, fog and edge computing, messaging system, grid computing
database, and web hosting, is provided.

2.1. Blockchain Architecture

Blockchain is a shared public ledger. The information of the actual transaction is
recorded in this ledger. A blockchain consists of blocks, each of which contains a set of
valid trades. Each block has a hash code of the previous block, and the link between
the blocks is created through this hash; finally, the linked blocks form a chain. The risk
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of centralized data retention is eliminated with blockchain [17]. The general blockchain
architecture is presented in Figure 1 [18].

Figure 1. Blockchain architecture.

The blockchain is built on a peer-to-peer network. The blockchain architecture uses
two critical characteristics of these networks: distributed and self-organized computation.
Different peer-to-peer network technologies have recently been widely used to develop
novel blockchain applications [19].

2.2. Blockchain Applications

Nowadays, blockchain has grown to be a trending and promising technology.
Blockchain proponents argue that the technology has nearly limitless applications in
various fields, including banking, electricity, IoT, health, media, voting, education, etc. [20].
On the other hand, blockchain technology is used as infrastructure to improve several
aspects in various applications. The main reason for this broad application of blockchain as
infrastructure is the cryptographic techniques and consensus mechanisms; the blockchain
handles the users’ transactions as a sequence of blocks in a ledger and protects them by
encrypting [19]. In this section, an overview of the wide range of blockchain applications is
provided as the research framework. Figure 2 depicts a taxonomy of the applications of the
blockchain. In the following, the applications of blockchain technology are discussed.

Figure 2. The applications of blockchain technology.

2.2.1. File Sharing

In an autonomous distributed ecosystem, such as peer-to-peer file-sharing networks,
some selfish nodes can cause the system to collapse. In such an ecosystem, blockchain tech-
nology can meet the needs of multiple users [6]. In [21], a robust decentralized application
platform for file sharing and data provenance on blockchain technology was introduced.
The proposed architecture solves the integrity and ownership problems, which are the
main issues in the standard file-sharing systems. In the proposed scheme, user registration
and provenance are handled by a decentralized application (DApp) based on Ethereum.
From the beginning to the most recent version, the Ethereum smart contract governs,
monitors, and provides traceability and visibility into the shared content’s history. Its data
storage layer is IPFS, a distributed file system that avoids the drawbacks of centralized
storage solutions. The proposed framework uses an inbuilt editor to access and change
files only by the owner.
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2.2.2. Video Streaming

The video streaming industry is being reshaped by blockchain technology.
The blockchain changes the way people make, distribute, and consume videos.
Some emerging video streaming platforms leverage blockchain technology to develop
peer-to-peer content delivery architectures and cryptocurrency-based payment systems to
remove centralized video streaming servers. The source video streams must be transcoded
into multiple versions to satisfy heterogeneous user demands on these blockchain-based
platforms, a computationally and energy-intensive process [22]. In [22], a new MEC-
enabled transcoding platform for blockchain-based video streaming was presented, while
the underlying blockchains are built with an adaptive block size scheme. In [23], a new
algorithm for using blockchain in live stream video transfers was suggested. The new
proposed algorithm creates a safe link that sends and receives data packets in any format
(boxes or containers of information) in a secure and encrypted manner while keeping the
sender and receiver anonymous.

2.2.3. Cloud, Fog, and Edge Computing

Cloud computing is a computing paradigm that also provides collaboration and fa-
cilitates ubiquitous access to computing according to a user’s request. This technology
offers new data processing and services in various industries while also lowering com-
puting and storage costs for users and improving ease of use [24]. Combining blockchain
technology with existing cloud services has great potential for improving functionality,
efficiency, and security/privacy [8]. One of the most critical protection technologies for se-
curing confidential data stored in the cloud by businesses and individuals is access control.
Since the cloud uses a centralized access control system, personal data in the cloud are easily
tampered with or leaked by hackers or cloud internal managers. In [24], AuthPrivacyChain,
a blockchain-based access control system with privacy and security, to address this problem
was presented. In [25], a new distributed virtual machine agent model was implemented
in the cloud using mobile agent technology to solve data protection and trusted computing,
which are significant challenges in current cloud computing applications. Multi-tenants
will collaborate to ensure data trust verification using the virtual machine agent—the tasks
of storing, tracking, and securing secure data. In [26], a new blockchain-based database
was proposed to face data integrity threats.

Edge computing is a new distributed computing paradigm that vows to bring process-
ing and data storage closer to where they are needed, saving network traffic and lowering
request latency [27]. Decentralized administration and security are currently the main
issues for this technology. The integration of blockchain and edge computing into a single
system can provide safe network access, storage, and computation at the edges [9]. In [28],
the blockchain was used as a framework for hierarchical and distributed control systems.
Hyperledger Fabric was chosen as the blockchain solution in this study, and the interaction
with the edge nodes was performed using micro-services architecture. Additionally, [29]
provided a mobile edge computing-enabled blockchain system and a revolutionary notion
of edge computing for mobile blockchain. IoT devices or mobile users can access and
employ resources or computing services from an edge computing service provider in the
proposed network to enable their blockchain applications.

2.2.4. Smart Grid

The advancement of network technology assists the growing trend of smart grid
implementation, as the wired environment provides a variety of options for electrical
data collection. Allowing intelligent controls in the smart grid and providing various
data-sharing methods are necessary. However, while versatile communication solutions
are offered, security and privacy issues emerge, such as energy depletion and infrastructure
mapping attacks. By integrating blockchain and edge computing techniques, [30] proposed
a permission-based blockchain edge model for intelligent grid networks (PBEM-SGN)
to solve the two major issues in the smart grid—privacy rights and energy security. For
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edge-computing-based intelligent grid networks, in [31], blockchain-based shared authen-
tication and key agreement protocol were proposed. Without using other complex crypto-
graphic primitives, the proposed protocol supports practical conditional anonymity and
critical management.

2.2.5. Messaging System

Instant Messaging (IM) allows two or more people to communicate in real-time over
the Internet. Most IMs nowadays take place on mobile apps such as WhatsApp, WeChat,
Viber, and Facebook Messenger, which have a more extensive user base than social media
sites such as Twitter and Facebook. Online shopping has become a part of our daily
lives, especially for those who are the busiest. Online shopping, however, often results in
transaction conflicts. The messaging between users and owners of online shops is unreliable
and traceable since most IMs are centralized and message history is not kept in the middle.
In [32], new methods for securing instant messaging by combining blockchain and machine
learning algorithms were presented. A blockchain-based instant messaging scheme based
on Chinese cryptographic bases was proposed in this study. In [33], an Ethereum-based
privacy-preserving social media platform is presented. The proposed platform overcomes
some issues in traditional social media, such as privacy and censorship.

2.2.6. Database

The distributed replicated database is one of the most popular Blockchain applications.
In [34], BigchainDB as a scalable blockchain-based database was proposed. BigchainDB fills
a gap in the decentralization environment by providing a scalable decentralized database.
It boasts a throughput of one million writes per second, storage of petabytes of data, and
latency of less than a second. BigchainDB begins with a distributed database (DB) and intro-
duces blockchain features such as decentralized power, immutability, and the development
and movement of digital assets through a series of actions. BigchainDB has many of the
same features as modern distributed databases, such as linear scaling of throughput and
storage. The number of nodes increases, along with a full-featured NoSQL query language,
effective querying, and managing permissions. In [35], a new resilient distributed database
system was submitted. Geo-Scale Byzantine Fault Tolerant Consensus Protocol (GeoBFT)
is a new geo-scale Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus protocol proposed in this paper.
By grouping replicas in local clusters in a topologically aware manner, implementing
parallelization of consensus at the local level, and minimizing communication between
clusters, GeoBFT is optimized for scalability. In [36], a new decentralized replicated re-
lational database with blockchain properties was designed and implemented. The new
database is termed a blockchain relational database. This new database is implemented
on PostgreSQL. Initial research into the challenges and benefits of using blockchain as
a database for Internet-of-Things applications was discussed [12]. This paper focuses
on bitcoin’s enabling technology, the Bitcoin Backbone Protocol (BBP), and proposes a
clear method for ensuring that a BBP-based database meets both read–write and eventual
compatibility requirements.

2.2.7. Web Hosting

Web applications, because of their capabilities such as infrastructure independence,
are popular in many fields such as banking services, markets, social networks, web search,
e-mail, and interactive information. Almost all web applications run based on client-server
architecture. In this architecture, source codes and website data are stored in centralized
systems, and users use browsers to send requests to these web servers. This architecture
has several limitations, such as security, privacy, and access control. A decentralized
solution for web hosting is a new technology process that provides an effective mechanism
for storing and accessing websites [37]. Blockchain and encryption technology is a good
solution for decentralized hosting, eliminating current centralized web hosting systems.
In [38], based on blockchain technology, encryption, and the framework of the inter-planet
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file system, a new protocol for web hosting was proposed that provides three critical
features. The first feature ensures anonymous customer information. The second feature
offers confidentiality and authentication to transfer source handles of websites between
customers and service providers. Additionally, the latest is responsible for supplying
websites from other nodes in the network.

Concluding the blockchain advantages, Table 1 depicts the capabilities of the blockchain
technology considered in each application. As can be inferred from this table, security,
privacy, access control, and anonymity are the most popular capabilities used by almost
all applications. Data integrity trusted computing, visibility, scalability, immutability, and
fault tolerance are the applications used for special applications. This review demonstrates
the vast capabilities of blockchain technology that can be used in any field to solve similar
problems. As mentioned in Section 1, privacy and monopoly are the most critical issues in
conventional search engines that blockchain capabilities can solve.

Table 1. Applications and blockchain capabilities.

File Sharing
[6,21]

Video
Streaming

[22,23]

Cloud, Fog
and Edge

Computing
[8,24–26]

Smart Grid
[29,30]

Messaging
System
[31,32]

Database
[33–35]

Web Hosting
[36,37]

Security
√ √ √ √ √

Privacy
√ √ √ √

Access
control

√ √ √ √

Anonymity
√ √ √ √

Data
Integrity

√ √

Visibility
√

Data
protection

√

Safety
√

Trusted
Computing

√

Scalability
√

Immutability
√

Fault
tolerance

√

3. Search Engines and Their Approaches

Search engines are the most powerful tools for finding information on the Internet.
Since traditional search systems were no longer sufficient and suitable due to the increase
in web pages and the amount of data on the web, the semantic search paradigm was born.
The point of semantic search is to use meaning to improve the user’s search experience.
There are four approaches to semantic search, including contextual analysis, reason-
ing, natural language understanding, and ontology-based knowledge representation [39].
According to another taxonomy, search engines classify as centralized (standard) and decen-
tralized [40]. The dominant approach for conventional search is centralized. This approach
has several limitations that are described in the following sections.

3.1. Centralized Search Engines and Their Problems

The primary approach for conventional search systems is centralized. The central-
ization in this context refers to the controlling methods. The centralized are controlled by
a single group [18]. Large commercial search engines (such as Google, Yahoo, and Bing)
use this paradigm. According to the architecture of search systems, almost all of them
consist of three parts, including a web crawler for collecting information, a file system or
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database to store information, and a searching subsystem to find the relevant document to
a query [40,41].

The following is a brief description of two primary subsystems, including the crawler
and the searcher:

� The crawler: This offline subsystem retrieves web pages and creates a text-based index.
A web crawler is a type of software that, given one or more seed URLs, downloads the
web pages associated with these URLs, extracts any hyperlinks, and then downloads
the web pages recursively [42,43].

� The searcher: This subsystem, which is an online component, processes a stream of
queries. The search algorithm ranks documents depending on various parameters,
including the quantity of anchor text hits and the document’s PageRank. Counts of
hits of different types at various proximity levels are computed for each match-
ing document. These counts are then routed through many lookup tables before
being translated into a rank. The purpose of searching is to deliver high-quality
results quickly.

From the point of view of architectural structure, these subsystems can be distributed.
For example, as stated in [44], Google uses several distributed crawlers to handle hundreds
of millions of web pages and save the retrieved data in multiple distributed servers.
Although these companies may use distributed architecture, they have a centralized/
monopolistic control that leads to many problems such as privacy violation and monopoly,
as explained below.

• Privacy: user privacy violation is one of the most critical problems of popular search en-
gines, with the typical track user searches and other online activities.
They make user profiles by storing user search information and analyzing it to improve
their [45–47], processes.

• Monopoly: Monopolization about search engines means that they manipulate the
search results. In other words, monopoly means the deviations from some kind of
“objective” or “unbiased” standard for delivering search results. The enormous market
power of companies such as Google provides monopolization for these companies [48].
This monopoly results in information distortion (disinformation) [49], loss of social
welfare, and, for sites not covered, the loss of economic value [50].

3.2. Decentralized Search Engines

A decentralized search engine does not have a single server. In this kind of search
system, the tasks such as crawling, data mining, indexing, and query processing are spread
among several peers in a decentralized way, with no single point of control, in contrast to
conventional centralized. FAROO [51] and YaCy [52,53] are two examples of distributed
search engines. Both are based on peer-to-peer (P2P) network concepts. In order to
address the privacy problems that exist in centralized search systems, distributed search
systems have been proposed. The privacy challenges include censorship, the exposure of
personal queries to the search, the lack of transparency of proprietary search algorithms
and the server, and any third parties with whom the search service operator can share data.
There are three critical criteria for a successful search from the user’s perspective: a high-
quality answer, a quick response time, and a comprehensive web collection available in
the index. Distributed search can satisfy the user expectations using the network topology,
caching layers, high concurrency, and the local query [41]. The architecture of YaCy, a
decentralized search engine, is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The YaCy architecture [52].

The YaCy framework is divided into five parts, namely, YaCy P2P network, crawler,
indexing, database, and search interface. YaCy harvests web pages with a web crawler,
indexes, parses, and saves the search index locally. When a peer joins a peer network, its
local search index is combined with the network’s mutual index. When a search is initiated,
the local index and a global search index f both contribute.

3.3. Blockchain-Based Search Engine to Address the Problems

Blockchain is a chain of blocks that store information securely in a decentralized
and distributed network using cryptography techniques. Decentralization, immutability,
transparency, and auditability are all features of blockchain that make it more secure and
tamperproof. The following are four essential characteristics of blockchain, including
decentralization, anonymity, persistency, and auditability.

� Decentralization: Each transaction in a traditional centralized transaction system
must be validated by a central trusted agency. This centralization results in cost and
performance bottleneck and hence monopolization in the delegated agency decisions.
A transaction in the blockchain network can be completed between any two peers
(P2P) without central agency authentication. In this manner, blockchain can reduce
the trust concern and prevent monopoly in any dimension of the trusted agency.

� Anonymity: With a created address, each user can communicate with the blockchain
network. Furthermore, a user could generate a large number of lessons to protect
their identity. There is no longer a central authority in charge of users’ personal
information. This approach ensures that the transactions in the blockchain are kept
private to some extent.

� Persistency: It is nearly impossible to tamper with the network because each transac-
tion must be validated and recorded in blocks distributed throughout the network.
Other nodes would also validate each broadcasted block, and transactions would be
examined. As a result, any falsification would be easily detectable.

� Auditability: A digital distributed ledger records all transactions in a blockchain
network and verifies them with a digital timestamp. As a result, any node in the
network can be accessed to audit and trace records.

According to the characteristics of the blockchain, blockchain-based search engines, un-
like their conventional counterparts, do not have centralized controls. Instead, they are dis-
tributed across multiple networks. By decentralization, the trust concerns are reduced, and
centralized control’s side effects, such as monopoly, are eliminated.
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Additionally, considering anonymity, with a blockchain-based, no company can lay claims
to users’ data or violate user privacy. The persistency makes it impossible to tamper with
the data because all data will be validated, encrypted, and stored on a network of blocks.
Blockchain-based search ecosystems can further provide users with a private key to protect
their data.

4. The Blockchain-Based Search Engines

This section focuses on efforts made to propose a blockchain-based search engine,
including Nebulas, Bit Clave, Presearch, and DeSearch. All these engines are still in
improvement phases.

4.1. Nebulas

Nebulas [13], is a blockchain framework committed to the vision “to allow everyone
to benefit fairly from decentralized collaboration.” It also presented novel technologies
such as Nebulas Rank (NR), Developer Incentive Protocol (DIP), Nebulas Force (NF),
and Nebulas’ unique approach to on-chain consensus entitled Proof of Devotion (PoD).
The Nebulas platform will include a blockchain that will index and rank the platform’s
Dapps, smart contracts, and info, as well as external blockchains. The aim of Nebulas, the
world’s first global blockchain search engine, is to discover new blockchain utilities [13].

Nebulas Rank is a tool that lets users find and use valuable information in the ever-
growing number of data on the blockchain. Nebulas Rank is developing a metric to rank
blockchain applications based on a universal measure of worth. The open source core-
ranking algorithm ranks addresses, smart contracts, decentralized applications (Dapps),
and other blockchain entities based on liquidity, asset propagation, and interactivity be-
tween users by using on-chain transaction records as source data. Nebulas ranking attempts
to establish a trustful, computable, and deterministic measurement approach. The novel
ranking algorithm Nebulas Rank simplifies access to useful blockchain info. More and
more outstanding applications will emerge on the Nebulas platform as the importance
ranking system is implemented.

4.2. BitClave

BASE (BitClave [14], Active Search Ecosystem) is an open, public, decentralized plat-
form that allows users to use and share their data selectively. This platform allows for
direct customer-to-business communications without the use of intermediaries. End users,
companies, and ecosystem members are the key participants in BASE. End users have
power over their identity and who has access to their data in BASE. End users can save
time and effort by receiving deals that are ideally suited to their needs, owing to BASE.
The BASE will provide users with highly targeted promotions based on personal informa-
tion they voluntarily share. Concentrating their promotional efforts on closely matched end
users helps them achieve productivity in consumer acquisition and retention. By engaging
in BASE, BASE partners will generate additional revenue streams. When a successful
transaction between companies and consumers occurs due to services rendered, ecosystem
members are compensated. In other words, the BASE is a decentralized marketplace [14].

BitClave’s solution allows large and small businesses to collaborate in an ecosystem.
Users and other data providers are rewarded on the value of their data, which are deter-
mined by conversions (not clicks), owing to the creative search technology, which allows
sellers to pay directly for outcomes, maximizing marketing spend for performance. Con-
sumers benefit from cash rewards and lower-cost commodities while also having control
of their data.

For the first time, BitClave allows for the optimization of the seller–consumer value
chain. Third parties are encouraged to provide data that maximize seller–consumer busi-
ness efficiency, advertising, and deals, resulting in the lowest-cost outcome in the BitClave
ecosystem. Analytics providers will participate in a diverse app ecosystem and be re-
warded for their creativity, funded by improved overall business performance—all benefits
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from removing the waste from today’s massive advertisement network solutions. As tech-
nology advances, BitClave’s open ecosystem ensures that competition in the advertising
industry continues.

Advertising, a multibillion-dollar industry, is disrupted. Businesses today have to
deal with a slew of intermediaries in the advertisement stack. The dominant advertise-
ment firms (e.g., Google, Amazon, Facebook) charge exorbitant fees to reach customers.
BitClave uses Blockchain technology to allow mutually distrusting parties to participate
in mutually beneficial co-enterprise without a central authority. Decentralized search
is the next step in the evolution of ads as a tool for connecting people and businesses.
BitClave reimagines a more open and meaningful platform for people and companies to
participate in value creation using these influential design trends. BitClave technology
allows for scalable, safe, and anonymous search through large datasets and data privacy
and a mechanism to transact valuable data with attestation. BitClave was established to
reimagine business–customer relationships based on the confidence and transparency of
smart contracts. The proposed solution can destabilize one of the world’s biggest indus-
tries, the ad network, which is currently monopolized by multinational companies and
dominated by middlemen.

4.3. Presearch

Presearch [15], builds a complete ecosystem to support the PRE token and provide
the world with a decentralized search. The ecosystem includes research tokens, decen-
tralized search, Presearch nodes, keyword staking, Presearch marketplace, Ethereum
blockchain [15]. Presearch has developed a modern distributed architecture, which ad-
dresses several specific challenges that centralized search systems do not face, such as
preventing cybercriminals from running nodes and either extracting user information or
delivering dangerous or unwanted content, achieving quick response times across a mas-
sively distributed network of servers with drastic performance and reliability variability,
enabling people to run nodes, and fairly balancing supply and demand for both nodes and
searches within the network are all challenges.

Users lose ownership of information about themselves when using conventional
search engines, but they also encourage others to profit from that information.
Presearch alters the equation by allowing users to benefit from their actions—whether
or not personal information is revealed, searches create tokens for the searching user.
After all, even though no personal information is exchanged, search queries are helpful.
Users can receive Presearch reward tokens as members of the Presearch group when search-
ing, running a node, and referring others to enter Presearch. In other words, Presearch
provides a world-class search experience that rewards user searches based on the actual
value of advertising revenue generated by those searches.

Another feature of Presearch is transparent ads. The lack of clarity surrounding the
cost per click is one of advertisers’ significant concerns. Fraud is another primary concern
for advertisers. The Presearch keyword marketing platform, similar to Google AdWords, is
a tool for greater advertisement transparency. However, there are a few key differences
due to the project’s early stages and the unique ability to account for and pass value using
blockchain tokens. Due to the high importance of search traffic, which is highly qualified
based on the keyword entered, there is an enormous opportunity, similar to AdWords.
Presearch can use its property to draw advertisers and kickstart the launch of a keyword
staking ad network. Other apps, advertisers, and search engines would ultimately use the
platform to extend keyword staking on their assets, resulting in more use cases for PRE and
opportunities to generate value for the network. Staking your PRE tokens on a particular
word or phrase is known as keyword staking. Your ad will appear when someone searches
for that term on Presearch if you stake the most tokens on it. Although you retain control
of your PRE while they are staked, your ad will no longer be visible if you want to bet them
from a term or if anyone stakes more tokens than you. Since they are extremely attractive
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for advertisers, keyword advertising on search systems is some of the most lucrative ads
throughout the world.

4.4. DeSearch

DeSearch [16], is the first cryptocurrency-specific search engine in the world. The Bit-
Clave mission in motion is DeSearch. DeSearch’s powerful search capability also searches
the top blockchain pages, including Telegram networks, BT, company and influencer
medium material, and Reddit, for the most up-to-date information on ICOs and all crypto.
The features of DeSearch are prioritized, which emphasize accessibility, relevant informa-
tion, and privacy, making it an excellent crypto resource. DeSearch is currently in alpha
development [16].

Table 2 shows the state of research by reviewing the existing blockchain-based search
engines from three primary criteria—system scale, searching content, and inclusion of
cryptocurrency.

Table 2. Comparison of existing blockchain-based search engines.

Nebulas BitClave Presearch DeSearch

System Scale Decentralized
ecosystem

Decentralized
marketplace

Decentralized
ecosystem

Decentralized Crypto
Search Engine

Searching Content DApps, smart
contracts, and info.

Customer, businesses,
and ads. Web information, ads.

Cryptocurrencies, Web
pages, Telegram

networks, BT, company,
and influencer medium

material.

Cryptocurrency Not reported Not reported PRE Not reported

As shown in Table 2 according to system scale, some proposed systems such as Nubu-
las and Presearch provide a decentralized ecosystem. In these systems, the decentralized
search engine is a subsystem in contract with the ecosystem. However, some search en-
gines such as Desearch provide only a decentralized search system with a special mission.
Additionally, according to the searching content, almost all the proposed systems index
and search more content types than the conventional. These systems index DApps, smart
contracts, customers and businesses, cryptocurrencies, and the content of social networks
such as Telegram and BitTorrent. Finally, according to cryptocurrency, Presearch reported
the PRE, but others were not reported. The cryptocurrency is used to raise capital and offer
tokens due to search and trade-in markets.

5. Blockchain-Based Search Engines in Smart Environments

A smart environment is a sophisticated setting with dynamic devices that create an
“intelligent entity”. In these environments, because computational power is incorporated
in the space, it is critical to explore its perspective and interactions with the surrounding
world [54,55]. In this context, edge computing provides sound solutions to support analytic
data applications, high-performance computing, and big data storage. Edge computing is
a new distributed computing paradigm that promises to bring processing and data storage
closer to where they’re needed, saving network traffic and lowering request latency [56].

Search engines for smart environments are generally different from standards.
Heterogeneity, interacting with other apps, a wide range of usage scenarios, a vast number
of data exchange protocols, and data privacy are the critical challenges in smart settings [57].
Therefore, we need a distributed search system with unique capabilities to provide context-
aware and personalized search results.

Blockchain-based search engines can provide an excellent solution to support person-
alized search results to the privacy principles. In edge computing, an emerging distributed
computing paradigm in smart environments, considering the continuous increase in edge
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capabilities such as processing power and storage space, the approach transfers the pro-
cessing from the center of the cloud to the edges. More context-aware and personalized
search results can be provided by processing the user’s background data and the infor-
mation about the user context. In context-based services, the disclosure of user’s data
and privacy violations are the fundamental problems. In the blockchain-based search
engines, encrypting the data, storing it on edge, and processing locally, user privacy will be
provided. Additionally, using the edge processing power and storage capacity, the overall
search performance will be improved.

6. Discussion

Conventional search engines have several problems, such as privacy violations and
monopoly. Considering the blockchain’s popularity and capabilities, such as distribution
and cryptography, this technology can solve these problems. The blockchain is used in
cloud computing, smart grid, and messaging systems to solve privacy and security issues.
Additionally, it is used in file sharing and grid computing to solve problems such as access
control, data integrity, and visibility related to monopoly. Using the blockchain as the
primary approach in developing search results in powerful search capabilities that solve
the mentioned problems. In the following, for better discussion, some critical questions
have been answered.

• Q1: What are the benefits of integrating blockchain and search engines technologies?

� Give users control of their data and the ability to share it selectively to protect
user privacy;

� Disrupt the existing ad network, which is monopolized by large companies
and dominated by middlemen, and create a competitive market that benefits
all;

� Enable scalable, secure, and anonymous search over massive datasets;
� Allow everyone the opportunity of seeing the search results;
� Enable users to profit from their actions—whether or not personal information

is revealed, searches create tokens for the searching user;
� Allow everyone to benefit significantly from decentralized collaboration;
� Eliminate the need for intermediaries by allowing direct customer-to-business

interactions;
� Provide the context-aware and privacy-preserved search results in smart envi-

ronments.

• Q2: What are the future dynamics of research in the blockchain-based search engines
arena?

As a future dynamic of research in this area, we may refer to possible combinations
among search engine technology with digital twins, digital money, and IoT. Merging digital
money platforms such as those reported in the blockchain technology domain with search
engines might be the first substantial evolution of search technologies in the era of digital
transformation. For example, blockchain-based search systems might be customized for
IoT to bring a powerful search considering IoT’s security and privacy issues.

• Q3: Why do we need blockchain-based search engines?

It is worth noting that the computational power of computers of the users increases
day by day, and therefore, we must design efficient distributed search systems considering
this potential. All the distributed search engines, such as blockchain-based technology, are
not widespread for the users. This is because some of them attempt to save a centralized
control. In other words, search engines may manipulate the results according to some argu-
ments. On the other hand, decentralized architecture will be eliminated by decentralized
architectures such as blockchain because the users prefer to utilize those technologies that
protect their privacy.

• Q4: What development hurdles can we face while shifting from centralized to dis-
tributed?
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As the main development hurdles that we can face while shifting from existing
search ecosystems to blockchain-based ecosystems, blockchain infrastructures are costly.
Therefore, the development of search systems based on them may lead to complex tasks.

• Q5: Who can welcome such search engines, and why is there a need for blockchain-
based search engines, to name a few?

Appearing in a blockchain-based search system can lead to an important phenomenon
during digital transformation that may involve many new users and critical participants
in search ecosystems. Presearch projects [15] prove the benefits of these systems for the
users. Every user that has high activity in search space can obtain a valuable token.
In other words, the economic cycle of the search system will not be restricted to a company
or government.

7. Conclusions and Future Research Directions

Considering the importance of the blockchain-based search engines, in this section,
conclusions are drawn, after which future research directions are provided.

7.1. Conclusions

Privacy and monopoly are the most critical problems of conventional search engines,
which lead to several emerging alternatives such as p2p search systems. Considering the
blockchain’s characteristics and capabilities, this technology has the potential to solve
these problems. With the blockchain-based, no company can lay claims to users’ data or
access their search history and other related information. All these data will be encrypted
and stored on a blockchain. Blockchain-based can further provide users with a private
key to protect their data entirely. In this paper, the blockchain applications and their
characteristics are reviewed to show the blockchain potentials. Additionally, the blockchain-
based search engines are studied through a comparative survey. Additionally, we elucidate
that blockchain technology is an essential paradigm for the search ecosystem. To the best
of our knowledge, no research article has been published in this regard thus far.

7.2. Future Research Directions

According to the future research directions, blockchain-based can provide context-
aware and privacy-preserved search results in smart environments. As an emerging dis-
tributed computing paradigm in smart environments, edge computing attempts to bring
computation and data storage to the edges to save network bandwidth and reduce the la-
tency of requests. In this context, using the blockchain-based, encrypting the data, storing it
on edge, and processing locally, user privacy will be provided.
Additionally, using the edge processing power and storage capacity, the overall search
performance will be improved.

In addition to the monopoly and privacy, other issues such as selective search space
and limited object indexing are two important open issues of conventional. These search
systems select a specific part of the web for indexing. Thus, many data with different origins
in the deep web and dark web will be ignored. Additionally, they commonly index only the
web pages and links and ignored other searchable contents such as businesses, customers,
and contracts, which can be indexed to improve the search performance. Many open
problems need to be reviewed and explored to develop more usable and efficient industrial
applications. Alternate architectures, possible consensus algorithms, and integration with
other systems are an example of many open issues. This survey is intended to be a helpful
resource for learning more about various blockchain-based search engines.
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